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                                      REPORT on Management Development Programme (MDP) organized at 

IRMA from  02/07/2018 to 06/07/2018  

1. Learning Points 

   The training was very much valuable and benefited for me in all sense, because 

Beginning from the receptionist each and every members in IRMA  including Cooking and 

serving staff, cleaning staff, trainers and non trainers  shows me what the real 

PROFFESSIONALISM is. 

I learned that Time management, knowledge  and commitment towards work are  the 

key  factors behind the success  of every professional. 

In the session WIN as much as you can I learned that to win some one there must be 

some one to lose. In an organization we should follow win win strategy. That means 

SPMs/DPMs can not work in isolation. Success of Kudumbashree will be possible only if every 

Project achieve its goal. 

2. Suggestion for future batch training 

 a.  More activity oriented training will help in high involvement of participants 

              b. Field visit at community level will be more effective to learn culture and way of living. 

             c.  Written Communication – Topic was good but the trainer was not much effective.   

3.  Suggestions for improving systems in Kudumbashree 

              a. First and foremost suggestion is NEVER GO FOR TARGET. Go to the community, 

Involve with them and learn from them.  Mission should design the programme as per 

communities suggestion or openion.  

             b. Time management and professional way of organizing programme should be 

improved. 

            c. Avoid the habbit of  Launching more and more unachievable programmes . It will be 

effective only when proper planning is done. 



 D. Solar plant, Bio gas plant, and cultivation of cattle eating grass  -Utilization of 

available natural resources for the development is something we should learned from Anand 

Milk producing cooperative society. 

4. How I was beneffitted 

a. I learned a lot from AMUl. Its MD Mr.Sundaran explained about the success of that 

organization.  Taking of ownership and caring our office as our home will definitely make 

changes.  

b. There was a session about Team Dynmamic and Stress management.  There are a 

number of stress in our professional as well as personal life. I learned how to manage stress and 

utilize the situation as an opportunity.  

C. I Believe that The Decision making Matrix will helps me in taking right Decision in both 

professional and personal life. 

5.  Three Resolutions 

           1. I Will consider my work place as my second home. Rather running behind the target I 

will Try to learn from the community and will do what they actually need..  

          2. I will try to motivate myself and my Subordinates. There are a number of leadership 

style I learned. I will adopt suitable style after studying the  behavior of my Subordinates. 

           3. I Will definitely go for all possible ways to improve my Knowledge about 

Kudumbashree as well as society. 

 

     I sincerely thankful to the state mission for giving me such an valuable opportunity… 

 

 

                                                                                                                    Regards 

                                                                               RASHMA.M 


